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  Systems *modelling* legal problems/cases,

- **Decision making:**
  *Organising* information and source of *efficiency* in decision theory,

- **Communication theory/linguistics:**
  *Making* argumentation in existing texts *precise*.
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Formal argumentation theory deals with mathematical models of argumentation.

Abstract:

• No defined structure of arguments, just a set
• One or more relations on this set, such as attack

Structured:

• A defined structure of arguments:
  • Knowledge base and rules,
  • Argument schemes,
  • etc.
• Additional mathematical structures:
  • Weights,
  • Audiences,
  • Agents,
  • etc.
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- Efficiently (and intuitively) implementable in Answer Set Programming
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- Installation instructions (hopefully) usable for non-experienced programmers.

This has caused some people to pick this up:

- Carneades package used in an AI module in Edinburgh by Alan Smaill
- Dung package used in an NLP library by Jann Müller
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